Choose The Right Support For You

Sometimes the base warranty just won’t cut it. Upgrade to ProSupport or ProSupport Plus to ensure you work at full speed.

**BASE WARRANTY**
- Access in-region technical support via phone, chat & email
- Receive parts & repairs the same or next business day after remote diagnosis
- Find relief with a one-stop shop for hardware & software issues
- Rest easy knowing our six command centers are monitoring your parts & labor delivery
- Rely on automatic, proactive detection of IT issues. We open a case and contact you with repair options
- Receive notification of IT issues before they become problems
- Accidental damage repairs for drops, spills & surges
- Protect sensitive company data with hard drive retention after replacement

**PROSUPPORT**
- 24X7
- Onsite

**PROSUPPORT PLUS**
- 24X7 Priority Access
- Onsite
- Priority Access

Have questions? Dell Technologies Advisors are ready to help recommend dependable technology solutions.

SPEAK WITH AN ADVISOR TODAY
**1800 425 4002**

CLICK | CALL | CHAT
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